An institutionalised system of summary arrest, imprisonment without trial, torture and execution is not the invention of modern repressive totalitarian regimes. For over five hundred years the Inquisition spread a cloak of fear and persecution over the Catholic world. Established by Pope Innocent IV in 1252 with the aim of rooting out heresy in the Church, the Inquisition quickly became a horribly effective mechanism of repression. With the right to confiscate land and property from those accused, the Inquisitors, and Holy Mother Church, grew sleek and wealthy on the proceeds of persecution.

In a male dominated society the persecution usually targeted women and girls. In the hysteria of a witch-hunt the female population of a whole community could be accused. Spinsters and maidservants, often ill-educated and with no-one to speak for them, were an easy target. But even the most respectable of wives and daughters were at risk from malicious gossip or the grumblings of a slighted servant.

For those accused there was little hope of reprieve. Trials were secret and the accused not allowed a lawyer, or even told what charges were being made against them. ‘Common report’, in fact little more than rumour,
hearsay or malicious gossip, was accepted as evidence of guilt, witnesses were granted the anonymity of concealment and torture was a routine procedure. Once in the hands of the inquisitors, any victim faced an impossible dilemma. Confession simply confirmed the charges, whilst silence or even pleas of innocence were taken as evidence of ‘obduracy’, a clear sign of demonic possession.

There were few who did not confess, sooner or later. Being put ‘to the question’, whether ‘ordinary’ or ‘extraordinary’ meant each victim faced the horror of first being shown the instruments of torture; the boot, the thumbscrews and the rack and all the other ingenious devices used to apply careful, unrelenting agony. Not forgetting the more mundane tools; the whips, heated irons, knives and sharpened probes used to scorch, flay or pierce the most sensitive parts of the body. Then, waiting alone in a cell whilst imagination, or the sounds of another victim’s agony, increased the mental anguish before the terrified victim was led back to the torture chamber for their long agony to begin.

Even immediate confession would not save you, for who was to say these were not the Devil’s words? To the Inquisitors such confessions were immediately suspect so each unforced admission had to be carefully ‘validated’ by torture as vigorous and sustained as that faced by those who tried to remain silent. Here the Church echoed an older regime of cruelty; the Roman Empire, where a slave’s testimony was judged to be true only if extracted under torture.

In its wisdom the Church decreed that torture could be applied only once. The decree was a cruel jest for there was nothing to say how many times the session could be halted only to begin again once the victim
had recovered sufficiently to survive and respond to yet more agony. Thus the officially sanctioned single application of ‘the question’ might be ‘continued’ over weeks, months or even years. Each pause was simply recorded as a ‘suspension’ before the torture began again.

Young, attractive women faced the harshest fate at the sadistic hands of their inquisitors and torturers. Once accused, often facing the charge of witchcraft, they were helpless in the hands of cruel and merciless men with virtually unlimited powers of physical abuse. For the Inquisitors and their servants, being able to indulge their grossest sexual appetites on the body of a young, beautiful prisoner whilst still pretending to be about the Lord’s work provided these fanatical sadists with both carnal satisfaction and spiritual comfort.

Physical and sexual abuse was not confine to the torture chamber alone, an attractive female prisoner could expect to be raped and sodomised throughout her imprisonment. Any protest or complaint would be simply added to the charges as ‘lewdness’ and taken as further evidence of her complicity with the Devil. To avoid the minor complication of unwanted public accusations when the broken victim was eventually dragged out to the stake, the guards would ensure the victim was denied the chance to speak out. Victims might be gagged with wooden wedges, or more simply by having their tongue sliced off so any protest was reduced to nothing more than inarticulate gobbling sounds.

When a young woman was brought back to the torture chamber, having already suffered the mental torment of having each device shown to her and its operation explained in gruesome detail, her terror was made even worse by the slow, deliberate cruelty of the procedure. First, being
made to strip naked in front of the grinning guards, clerks and black-robed priests, then being held exposed to their gaze as the most intimate places of her body were probed and fondled by coarse male fingers. Then, even more questions before she was led to the chosen piece of apparatus, forced to place herself on it before being held down whilst the straps were tightened and adjusted. Of course, for the more shapely and pretty victims each piece of apparatus would be chosen to ensure the most delicate places, her breasts and genitals, not neglecting the tender opening of her anus, were easily accessible for the torturer’s skilled attentions.

The was no need for haste, besides inquisitors were well aware of the power of anticipation so there would be more lingering pauses while they continued with their questions and earnest entreaties for confession. Finally, there would be that gentle nod to the torture master and the agony would begin.

It might be the stretching torment of the rack, the hot kiss of heated iron or the agony of flesh and bone being crushed with each fresh movement of the thumbscrews. With her inquisitors watching every screaming spasm, a young woman would be taken slowly to the limit of endurance before being allowed a brief, teasing respite. Not from any feelings of mercy or humanity, but to ensure that the agony was even more exquisite when the torture master resumed his sadistic work.

Playing the victim like some finely tuned instrument of agony, the most skilled of the torture masters would vary the kind of torture; heated iron against feet or belly, pincers to twist and crush the nipples, iron screws to crush finger or toes, the rack or *strappado* to stretch and disjoint
the body. Sometimes it was even more simple, a brassbound leather funnel and jugs of water, poured down an arched victim’s throat until her belly swelled as though with child. Then cruel hands pressing on her swollen flesh as the water was forced out again...

What follows is not the story of any one person, or a particular place, or even a particular time. The illustrations are a glimpse into of that secret world of the Inquisition in particular, the careful, obscene sadism of the torture chamber, where beauty suffered so cruelly at the hands of the beasts.

CORTEZ
The questioning would continue even as the torture began. First the lash and then the irons, brought to searing heat in the glowing charcoal.
Even before the formal torture began a victim might have to endure the agony of scourging - the vicious, weighted thongs lacing her writhing body in a scarlet corset of agony.
'You will confess your witchery my Lady! Bartholomew, stroke her teats with the iron again... such obduracy shall not continue'
They had just begun to sear the flesh from her maidservant's feet when Don Alvarez's beautiful young daughter was brought into the torture chamber.
'Can you feel the heat of the coals now, Maria?
'AAAAAAGH, mercy, Sir, please have mercy!'
'Then tell me of your mistress’s fornication with the Devil! Or must we lower you a handspan more...?'
The strappado was one of the routine tortures of the Inquisition. The victim was hoisted up then dropped before being jerked to a halt so the tendons and sinews of each shoulder ripped and tore. After that first drop even the slightest movement of the rope would bring instant, unbearable pain from the ruined joints.
‘That’s three nails already... only two more to go and then we’ll have to go back to that other foot... or do you want to talk?’
'Naaaaaaaaaaaah!'  
'See what I mean, if you just scorch the surface of the skin she feels it more... and be careful to keep that iron away from her cunt lips for now... we'll play with those properly later on...!'
Sometimes a victim would be forced to torture themselves. Strapped into the iron chair, the girl writhes against the spikes as the heat from the fire below the seat slowly roasts her buttocks and genitals.
In a variation of the Judas Cradle, the girl rides the cruelly pointed frame as her torturer uses a whip to make her squirm and wriggle...each agonising movement driving the metal wedge deeper into her cunt.
For the torturer there was the pleasure of using his obscene skills on a young woman’s cunt. A heated iron to skin the soft, inner folds whilst a sharp iron probe pierced her clitoris.
‘Aaaah...yes, you witch...YES! By the Virgin, Juan, this one has a mouth like warm silk and the tongue of a whore.’
‘Don’t be too eager Carlos, we still have these other two to taste yet!’
‘Your choice...do you want another touch of the iron...or should Giuseppe start removing the next one of those pretty little toenails?’
'Very well, since neither of you will confess, both must suffer. Another half turn, Rackmaster. Then she can listen to her sister’s screams as the heated iron purges the Devil’s seed from within her womb.'
Sometimes there were no questions, just the wet smack of the lash or the sizzle of burning flesh...and the piercing, inhuman screams as the sadistic servants of the Inquisition enjoyed the pleasures of tormenting young, helpless women.
'Naaaaarrrgggghh!
'You see, my lady, it is as I told you... it does hurt more if I used the pincers and the iron at the same time.'
The rack was often only part of the torture. With the girl stretched taut and unable to move her torturer would move the ladle over her body allowing each small droplet to fall on an unmarked piece of skin so the molten lead would burn deep into the flesh before cooling.
‘A whore, that’s what you are...it’s like stirring my fingers in warm honey...’
‘Here that bitch, your maid is enjoying her pleasuring but this metal cock is all for you.
It’s called a pear...I’ll show you how it opens up before I slide it up inside...’
One of the perks of the job for guards and torturers alike was the opportunity to rape the young female prisoners. Sometimes, girls would offer themselves in the hope of being spared the ordeal of further torture. A futile gesture since such behaviour was seen as further proof of their undoubted guilt.
"Nooooo, please, please stop...aaaarrggghh!"

'Scream all you like, you witch. You've got an appointment at the stake tomorrow anyway.'
'No, no don't wriggle my lady, just go on sucking Jacque's cock... you're going to be riding the rail for a long while yet so you'd better get used to it...'}
'Don't, noooo don't...please...please'
'Aaaah, yes, wriggle all you like you bitch...it's more fun for me if you do.'
Sometimes living creatures were used as part of the torture. Insects, small snakes, even mice, might be inserted into a woman's vagina in an attempt to extort a confession.
Sometimes the apparatus was no more than a frame to hold a victim's body exposed for other torture to be applied. The breasts and genitals, not forgetting the tender soles of the feet, were the most obvious places.
'YEEEEAAARGH!'

'Ah yes that's better, can you can feel the pear opening inside you? Just a few more turns and it will rip your womb apart so... are you going to tell me where your Mistress is hiding or... should I give the handle another twist?'
'Stupid slut...either answer the questions or you can sit on this chain in midair for a couple of hours. I guarantee that'll loosen your tongue.'
'Take me off, I can't bear it...the edge...the edge is cutting me in two. Please Father, pleeeese!'
'It is of your own doing my child...since you choose to remain silent you must ride our mare for a while longer yet!'
Sometimes, when a girl was place astride the wooden horse, the tips of her toes would be allowed to touch the ground. When the strain on her legs became too much she would sink onto the cruel wedge, only to rise again when the pain in her cunt became unbearable. Left for hours she would ‘ride’ up and down in an unending cycle of agony.
In one horrible refinement of the wooden horse, the wedge was made of two metal plates. A small fire inside the iron pyramid doubled the torture as the delicate flesh of a young woman's inner thighs and cunt were scorched so she was forced to wriggle and squirm as she rode astride the thin cutting edge.
Just being forced to sit on a single, thin metal blade for long periods was torture enough, even movement brought fresh agony, either from cramps, or from the spikes on the rest of the chair as they dug even deeper into a victim’s flesh.
'Understand me well, you spawn of Satan. You will pleasure both of us in whatever way we wish and say nothing. Otherwise, Brother Roberto will use that heated iron to roast these witches' dugs...'
That's right, just keep her legs apart while I...
Naaaah, God, Oh God, Aaaaaaaarrrgggh!
There, you see, just a touch on her nipples and her clit and she's singing like a lark.
'Your master says you cast a spell that killed his wife. I'll let him help me with the questioning in a while...but we'll whip these proud teats raw first.'
‘Naaah, hah...haaaaah...p-please...ARRRGGH!’
‘I see your clitoris is particularly sensitive my lady... let me just pour a little more of the chilli oil into your slit and....
‘NaaaARRRGGH!’
‘Confess and receive the blessing and comfort of Holy Mother Church my child.’
‘I am guiltless, Father, as God is my witness I am innocent of these charges...’
‘Turn her over the coals once again...the Devil is deep within her spirit and we must root him out!’
'You see! See how the wench flaunts herself shamelessly before this Holy Tribunal. Lift her again Master Rodney... she will confess even if she forces us to rip her limb from limb...'}
'I advice your to think of your sister’s torments too, Maria. The more you kick and scream over those coals the more the metal comb on the other end of the chain will bite into your sister’s cunt... But it’s your choice of course...until you change places!'
The most skilled of the torturers was the Rack Master. He would judge exactly how much tension a victim's body could stand without allowing them the mercy of death, or even the brief respite of unconsciousness.
With two young women together, their torturers would ensure that each witnessed the other suffering. One taken brutally in the anus whilst the other screams as the red hot iron seared the tender hollows of her armpits, her agony only arousing her tormentor’s sexual lust once more.
"I'll just run the iron though her nipple then we'll try hoisting her up by her tits again. After that it'll be time to work on her cunt a bit more..."
'How do like the new machine? Don’t know why you’re making such a fuss already, that metal cock inside you has got another two feet to go yet'
'Me, it's no good weeping and screaming at me I just follow orders... I'd take a deep breath if I were you, these big ones always hurt more when they come away. No, if his Excellency says I'm to pull out your toenails... then that's what I do, it's my job see.'
'Oh, oh God, oh nooooo!

'Feel it wriggling can you? You wait, in a minute it’ll start trying to gnaw its way out...that’s why I’ve sewn your lips shut. Oh yes, you’ll really squeal then...’
'Oh yes, that's right you bitch...push back hard now...yes, yes I'm nearly there... Go on Carlos, touch her friend again...I love to hear them scream as I come...'}
'Stop complaining my lady...it's going to hurt a hundred times worse when I push this pear up inside. 'From the noises her cousin's making I reckon the charcoal's well up to heat now too...'